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CONTRIBUTORS

PAUL ANDERSON is Professor of Biblical and Quaker Studies at George Fox University, where he has served for over 25 years. His fifth book on the writings of John, The Riddles of the Fourth Gospel has become a standard introductory text, and his contextual introduction to the New Testament, From Crisis to Christ, will be available from Abingdon in August. Paul will serve as a Fulbright Specialist at the Radboud University of Nijmegen in the Netherlands this May, and he was invited to present a paper at the Vatican last October (“The Jesus of History, the Christ of Faith, and the Gospel of John”), and he delivered a copy of his book, Following Jesus to Pope Francis personally when he met him.

STEPHEN W. ANGELL is the Leatherock Professor of Quaker Studies at Earlham School of Religion. His scholarly interests include researching the life and thought of seventeenth-century Quaker Bible scholar, Samuel Fisher, (he is contributing a chapter on this subject to Early Quakers and their Theology ed. by Pink Dandelion and Stephen W. Angell, forthcoming from Cambridge University Press) and observing the goings-on of Midwestern Quakers (including the recent separation of the New Association of Friends and Indiana Yearly Meeting, something he has written about for Quaker Theology, www.quaker.org/quest). He is a member of Oxford, Ohio, Monthly Meeting, of Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting. Hobbies include regular walking of his dog Tam, and singing shape-note music.

BEN PINK DANDELION directs the work of the Centre for Postgraduate Quaker Studies at Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre in Birmingham, England. He is Professor of Quaker Studies at the University of Birmingham and has written numerous books on Quakerism and more recently one on the spirituality of travel. He lives close to Pendle Hill in Lancashire and attends Sawley Quaker Meeting.

PETER G. HELTZEL is Associate Professor of Theology at New York Theological Seminary in New York City. He is engaged with concerns for poor and marginalized people and for the right relationship to the earth.

JON KERSHNER is a member of North Seattle Friends Church and ministers at McKinley Hill Friends Church. He has a Ph.D. in the theology of John Woolman from the University of Birmingham (UK). He is adjunct professor of theology at Earlham School of Religion and Barclay College, Honorary Researcher in Quakerism at Lancaster University (UK), and a tutor at the Centre for Postgraduate Quaker Studies, Woodbrooke, UK. He is also co-chair of the Quaker Studies Group at the American Academy of Religion. He and his wife, Jessica, live in Seattle and are enjoying their new daughter, Lucy.

RUTH PITMAN has been a long-time participant in the Quaker Theological Discussion Group and, over the years, has contributed several articles to QRT. Ruth has worshiped among several groups of Friends and currently attends North Olmstead Friends Church in Cleveland, Ohio.

ANN K. RIGGS is Principal, Friends Theological College in Kaimosi, Kenya. FTC is a ministry of Friends United Meeting housed on the original mission site of Friends in what is now Kenya. Ann writes primarily in the areas of theology and culture and the unity of Christians.

CAROLE DALE SPENCER is Associate Professor of Christian Spirituality at Earlham School of Religion. She is the author of Holiness: The Soul of Quakerism: An Historical Analysis of the Theology of Holiness in the Quaker Tradition, and many articles on Quaker history, theology, and spirituality. She is a recorded minister in Northwest Yearly Meeting, a member of Reedwood Friends Church in Portland, Oregon, and a sojourning member of West Richmond Friends Meeting in Richmond, Indiana. She travels regularly between Richmond, Indiana and Portland Oregon, where she enjoys hiking, kayaking, photography and simply breathing in the beauty of the great Pacific Northwest.

MICHAEL WILLET-NEWHART is Professor of New Testament Language and Literature at Howard University School of Divinity in Washington, D.C. Michael is part of Adelphi Monthly Meeting in Baltimore Yearly Meeting. His interests include poetry, art, and travel (especially in Africa).